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The Cannabis Grow Bible fully explains both the art and science behind growing high-grade pot.

Author and aficionado Greg Green blends a thorough understanding of marijuana botany with

practical advice on coping with the day-to-day demands of maintaining a high-yield garden, and

offers proven methods that maximize both yield and potency. Fully updated and illustrated in full

color, and with techniques for both indoor and outdoor cultivation, this comprehensive guide covers

everything growers need to know, including how to select the best plant genetics, soil and

hydroponic grows, dealing with pests and predators, advanced systems and breeding, and

protecting the crop from nosy neighbors. It also explains the &#147;Screen of Greenâ€• technique

that gives a higher yield using fewer plants. Greenâ€™s easy-to-follow instructions and the

accuracy, breadth, and depth of information presented benefit newbies and professional gardeners

alike.
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this is one of the books you want to start a crop with. little is left out and all the details are in it. One

thing I don't like about many books that are written on the subject is that they try to advocate

marijuana and tell the history on it and why its so good. just shut the hell up and tell us how to grow.

If the man says it's illegal then I cant do jack about it. I'd say every single book written on marijuana

horticulture has got to have a "I have a dream" section that is frankly a waste of time. other than that

this is a good book.



This was a great book and it was extremely helpful for a first time grower. Only problem I had with

the book was that is did not go into enough details about pruning, trimming and cutting the plant to

achieve better end results. Other than that the book was great.

I found this book to be very incomplete, the section on cloning gives terrible advice in my opinion. I

bought most of the major MJ growing books and this one is easily on the bottom of the barrel.

Rosenthal's book is tops and Jorge's is a close second.

Disappointing. I began to wonder if this was a cut and paste from other publications. Two pages in

color on how to make an apple pipe or a pipe out of tin foil (that is four wasted pages). Fills endless

pages with phenotype and f1 alliels, Have not heard such talk since the OJ Simpson trial. And all I

keep asking is, how does this make me a better GROWER? I read everything important in the first

two hours, and as for one useful take away - no need for anyone else to waste their time. This is the

useful takeaway. It mention that production can be increased by making sure the dark room is really

really dark. Any light is bad. Wow mind blowing.

This book was informative, ..... but it was more like an adult picture book with minimal words. A lot of

pages; but I expected more reading material. Otherwise good book.

I have read a number of books on this subject, but "The Cannibis Grow Bible" is by far the most

comprehensive and complete book I have ever read.Everything from grow preparation to seed

selection/germination to harvest is covered in detail. There are chapters on indoor and outdoor

growing, genetics, pests/diseases, resources, and just about anything else imaginable. This is

absolutely the only book you will ever need about this particular hobby.Additionally, there are a

number of entertaining antedotes which amuse and entertain. Great book.

very informative, articulate, and a must read for anyone either growing or thinking about growing.

Marijuana is a very technical species to grow with success. This will bring on the "A" game.

This book is great and you will find most of what you need. Along with the book by Jorge Cervantes

you will need nothing else. This book is weak in treating pests and powdery mildew etc. but all other

areas are well covered. Jorge's book tells more about solving problems with those types of things



but I love them both.
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